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Nikola Tesla generators are assigned to di erent names such as free energy, "zero point
energy", etc. But in fact, free energy is di erent from "free" energy, which is essentially
energy amount of Ether.
Note: don't trust some news about Ether out there. Suppression or falsifying information
about Ether is a lot.
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Quantum Mechanics Cannot Explain
Electricity Transmission
The Schrödinger equation is a fundamental
equation of quantum physics that describes
the quantum state change of a physical
system over tim...
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Design of the alternating current generator by Nikola
Tesla
There are at least two types of Tesla alternator generators:
1. Alternator Generator System in 1888, sold to Westinghouse Corporation.
2. A small Tesla article published in 1889 revealed a bit of the 1888 AC technology sold to
Westinghouse, but not exactly the same in form, so no copyright infringement.
Note that:
In order for today's AC power system to function as Tesla's version (they still kept it secret), a
lot of patents were needed, and at that time, only Tesla and Charles Proteus Steinmetz knew
how to ne tune the AC system.
Thomas Edison and the patent o ce suppressed all of Tesla's AC technology. In fact, Tesla
wants its AC technology to be available to all of humanity, but this will collapse Edison's DC
technology and many other industries. Wisely, Tesla moved AC technology to Westinghouse,
hostility and struggle will be diverted to Westinghouse, and the world still has AC power.
Tesla still wants to bring free energy generators to humanity. So, Tesla wrote the 1889 article
as a clever way to avoid copyright law when it sold copyrights to George westinghouse. This is
a small article that suggests AC power system - Free energy at Power Plant. Visually, it will be
di erent from the invention sold to George westinghouse, but in essence, a little secret will
https://ultimate-energizer.blogspot.com/2020/07/tesla-free-energy-generator.html
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A Practical Guide to Free Energy
Devices: Moving Pulsed Systems
Author: Patrick J. Kelly There
are three categories of pulsed
system and we will consider each in turn.
These are drive-pulsed systems...
A Practical Guide to Free-Energy
Devices: Motionless Pulsed
Systems
Author: Patrick J. Kelly
Special Note: Posting of this document on
Blog does not imply approval or
disapproval by the Department o...
Arthur Matthews and Son of
Tesla
This article exposes what may
be a very large secret within
the family of Nikola Tesla. Tesla, creator of
our modern technology, master of ...
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Schematic diagram of the alternating current generator Tesla 1889 - revealing the nature of
gebruiksstatistieken te genereren, misbruik te detecteren en maatregelen te treffen.
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Tesla AC Generator - No permanent magnet - Diagram

Self-powered electrical
generator: The nature of
electrical impulses to generate
radiant energy
The Alberto Molina-Martinez Generator
- The nature of electrical impulses to
generate radiant energy US patent
application US 20020125774...
Earth Battery - Detailed plan
Earth batteries are well
known. They are pairs of
electrodes buried in the
ground. Electricity can be drawn from
them, but they are general...

Tesla's Free Energy Generator
Nikola Tesla generators are
assigned to di erent names
such as free energy, "zero
point energy", etc. But in fact, free energy
...
A Practical Guide to Free-Energy
Devices: Magnet Power
Author: Patrick J. Kelly
Special Note: Posting of this
document on Blog does not imply approval
or disapproval by the Department...

Other energy companies still not admit the advantages of free energy and even mislead
people about it. They ignore the truth to protect their investment, pro ts and shareholders
though they do know what it can bring to the world. It has a ected people's attitude toward
free energy, and created the obstruction which kept everyone away from the familiarization
with it.
Although the energy companies have provided us with their electricity for decades, we could
not help wondering how we could continue to a ord its price as it is becoming more and
more expensive. Moreover, these kinds of energy are not friendly to our environment. Should
we continue to use their electricity? Or is this just a part of their plan, which brings us longterm e ects? May be in the future we still have to depend on them, generating their free and
friendly to our environment energy.

Self-sustaining Generator:
Magnetic, Zero Point Energy,
Nikola Tesla
1. Two types of self-sustaining
generators - old and present - Nikola Tesla
and modern science 1.1 Tesla's selfsustaining Generat...
The Tesla Self-Starting
Alternating Motor System
Learn the electrical circuit
diagram of the alternating
current generator Tesla An 1889 Tesla
article about an alternating current
genera...

Learn more: The Tesla Self-Starting Alternating Motor System

Tesla Free Energy Generator - how to build the old version
and the new version
When we understood the article about alternating current generators without permanent
magnets, in 1889, we could completely build a crazy generator for the family. But if we
understand the nature of Electricity and Dynamics in Ether, then we have new versions.

Re ning for Tesla's AC System - Tesla Free Energy Generator
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 3-phase star-shaped ac alternator generator - to create neutral wire, and the
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 Independent windings replace the capacitor
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 Some other secrets about AC power, only Tesla and Steinmetz know how to ne
tune
A new, brushless version, created by Tesla research team - Revealed At Last: Ancient

Invention Generates Energy-On-Demand

Generates Energy-On-Demand: Easy Power Plan Will Change Our World
Forever
✰ Honestly, it’s like nothing you’ve ever seen and in a few minutes from now you’ll be
outraged you ever paid a single cent to Big Electric…
✰ So you absolutely need to watch this short presentation today, while it’s still up…
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Today's AC system is invented by Tesla. But a lot of people don't understand what the hell
is about it.
Alternator generator and alternator production system are di erent.
The alternating current generator is commonly known as a single phase generator, or
three phase generator. It is known as a structure of magnets mounted on the rotor and
the coil on the stator. BS blueprint!
George Westinghouse bought Tesla's AC system in 1888 for $ 65,000. Some extremely BS
blueprints in a textbook cannot be worth $ 65,000.
It is known that George Westinghouse is a very good engineer. He will never buy the basic
blueprints Tesla has published for free.
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Stator coils, Roto, include blue and red on it. The coil on the Stator will be connected to the
rotor on the same color, through the brush.
One thing is special: the generator on the left will have only one wire on the Stator connected
to the Generator's rotor on the right. See the picture below:

Connect two generators

Build the Tesla Generator according to the new version
Once we understand the nature of Electricity and Dynamics in Ether, we can build a new
version of the generator, where there is no need for a brush.



AC generators are a large system, they will not use "brush", but the system will include:
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